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CENTRAL WAREHOUSING CORPORATION 
(AGOVT. OFINDIAUNDERTAKING) 

 
CONSTRUCTIONCELL 

NEWMARKETCOMPLEX 
CMCBUILDING(6THFLOOR) 

15N,NELLIESENGUPTASARANI 
KOLKATA-700 087 

 
No.CWC/CC-Kol/NIQ-(E)/C.K.Road/2015-16/                                  Date:25.01.2016 
 

NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION 
 
NAME OF WORK :Electrical Renovation work  at CW, C.K.Road for the year 2015-16 
. 

Sealed percentage rate quotations are invited from the interested electrical contractors who 
had never been blacklisted /debarred by any of the Govt. Department/Govt.Organization /Central 
PSUs/State PSU and who will submit an undertaking at“AnnexureA”attached at PageNo.8  and should 
have completed similar nature of electrical work in Govt. Department /Public Sector 
Undertaking/Govt. Construction Agency during  last seven  years. A list of  the completed  work  be 
enclosed  with  filled  quotation  supported  with performance/ completion certificate. Contractor 
should have valid electrical license and self attested copy of the same must be submitted with the 
quotation. 

The quotation papers may be had from the office of the EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, CENTRAL 
WAREHOUSING CORPORATION, New Market Complex, CMC Building(6thfloor),15N,Nellie Sen gupta 
Sarani,Kolkata-700087 free of cost in working hours from 10.00p.m. to 04.00p.m. on or before 
01.02.2016. 

Estimated cost of work is Rs.256301.00 Earnest money to be deposited amounting to  Rs.5,200/- 
in cash or in the form of D.D./pay order of the schedule Bank in favour of Executive Engineer, Central 
Warehousing Corporation, Kolkata (payable at Kolkata). 

Quotation not accompanied with the Earnest Money Deposit in Cash Receipt / in the form of 
Demand Draft/ Pay Order drawn in favour of Executive Engineer, Central Warehousing Corporation, 
Kolkata, shall be summarily rejected. 

The quotationers are requested to quote the rate at page No.9 on going through the schedule 
(enclosed) and the quotation duly completed with schedule of work under sealed envelop 
superscribing the name of work shall be submitted to  the office of the EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, 
CENTRAL WAREHOUSING CORPORATION, New Market Complex,CMC Building(6thfloor),15N,Nellie 
Sengupta Sarani, Kolkata-700087 upto 15.00 hours.on 
03.02.2016 and  the  same  will  be  opened  at  15.30  hrs.  on the  same  day  in  the  presence  of 
quotationers/contractors who may wish to be present at the time of opening. 

The quotation papers  can also be  downloaded from the website 
www.cewacor.nic.inand www.tenderhome.com. 
The Central Warehousing Corporation reserves the right to accept or reject all/any part of 

quotation without assigning  any reason there-of. 
Copyto EXECUTIVEENGINEER

1.   The Regional Manager,CWC, RO,Kolkata for information. 
2.   The A.E (E),CWC,CC, Kolkata. 
3.   The Sr.Asstt.Manager(A/Cs),CWC,CC, Kolkata. 
4.   The ASW,CWC,CC, Kolkata. 
5.   Warehouse Manager,CW,C.K.Road along with 5 copies of NIQ for wide publicity. 
6.   Notice Board of CC, Kolkata/RO Kolkata                                                              EXECUTIVEENGINEER
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CENTRAL WAREHOUSING CORPORATION 

( A GOVT. OF INDIA UNDERTAKING) 
 

NAMEOFWORK: Electrical Renovation work  at CW, C.K.Road for the year 2015-16 
 
 
                                                          SCHEDULE OF QUANTITY  
 

Sl 
No 

DESCRIPTION Quantity UNIT RATE AMOUNT 

1 
 
 
 
 

Dismantling of existing aluminium wires from 
conduit , old rusted conduit from truss and 
office, damaged switches, switchgears etc as 
required from godown and office. 

1.00 Each 3240.00 3240.00 

2 Supplying and fixing of following sizes of pvc  
conduit alongwith accessories in surface 
/recesse including cutting the wall and making 
good the same in case of recessed conduit as 
required.. 

 
 
 

591.00 
mtr 

 
 
 

Mtr 

 
 
 

47.00 

 
 
 

27777.00 

 a) 25 mm     

3 Supplying and drawing following size of FR PVC 
insulated copper conductor single core cable in 
the existing surface /recessed steel/pvc conduit 
as required. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 a) 3x1.5 Sq.mm 184.00 Mtr 32.00 5888.00 

b) 4x1.5 sq.mm 137.00 
 

Mtr 38.00 5206.00 

c) 5x1.5 sq.mm 103.00 Mtr 45.00 4635.00 
d) 6x 1.5 sq.mm 70.00 Mtr 52.00 3640.00 

e) 7x1.5 sq.mm 4.00 Mtr 58.00 232.00 

f) 3x2.5 sq.mm 84.00 Mtr 43.00 3612.00 

g) 3x4.0 sq.mm 144.00 Mtr 58.00 8352.00 
4 Supplying and fixing of 12/13 mm flexible 

metal conduit including connection ,painting 
etc.on surface\recess as per direction of 
Engineer in charge. 
 
 

 
16.00 

 
Mtr 

 
26.00 

 
416.00 
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Sl 
No 

DESCRIPTION 
 

Quantity UNIT RATE AMOUNT 

5 Supplying of industrial box type luminaire  , 
prewired for  LED - 1x16/18/20 watt tube 
having powder coated in white CRCA ,M.S. 
Box complete with all accessories and energy 
efficient 1x16/18/20 watt , 4 feet length 
(Make Crompton Cat: LT8-16/20W ) LED tube 
as required .make Cropmton Cat ref: IGP 
131LT8-16 or equivalent in Bajaj/philips. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

48.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Each 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1677.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

80496.0 

6 Supplying and fixing following way three pole 
and neutral sheet steel MCB distribution 
board, 415 volts, on surface/recess , 
complete with tinned copper busbars, neutral 
bus bar , earth bar , din bar, detachable gland 
plate, interconnections , phosphatized and 
powder painted including earthing etc as 
required.( but with out MCB/RCCB/Isolator) 

    

 a) 4 way (4+12), double door horizontal type. 1.00 Each 1311.00 1311.00 

7 Supplying and fixing following way single pole 
and neutral, sheet steel, MCB distribution 
board, 240 volts, on surface/recess , 
complete with tinned copper busbars neutral 
busbar, earth bar , din bar detachable gland 
plate, interconnections , phosphatized and 
powder painted including earthing etc as 
required.( but without MCB/RCCB/ Isolator) 

    

 a) 8 way double door  3.00 Each   709.00  2127.00 

 b) 12 way double door  6.00  Each   746.00  4476.00 

8 Supplying and fixing following rating four 
pole, 415 volts, isolator in the existing MCB 
DB complete with connections, testing and 
commissioning etc as required. 

    

 a) 63 amps  1.00  Each   362.00  362.00 

9 Supplying and fixing following rating double 
pole ,240 volts , isolator in the existing MCB 
DB complete with connection, testing and 
commissioning etc as required. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  a) 40 amp.     3.00  Each  166.00  498.00 

10 Supplying and fixing 5amps to 32 amps rating 
,240 volts , ‘B’ series miniature circuit breaker 
suitable for lighting and other load of following 
poles in the existing MCB DB complete with 
connection, testing and commissioning etc as 
required. 

         
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

           

       
 
 

 a) Single pole   51.00  Each    86.00  4386.00 
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Sl 
No 

DESCRIPTION 
 

Quantity UNIT RATE AMOUNT 

11 Supplying and fixing 20 amp.240 volts SPN 
industrial type socket outlet ,with 2 pole and 
earth , metal enclosed plug top along with 20 
amp. 'C' series , SP, MCB in sheet steel 
enclosure on surface or in recess with 
chained metal cover for socket outlet and 
complete with connection , testing and 
commissioning etc. as required. 

  
3.00 

 
Each 

 
520.00 

 
1560.00 

12 Supplying and fixing 3 pin 5 amp. ceiling rose 
on the existing junction box /wooden block 
including connection etc. as required 

    47.00   Each    19.00       893.00 

13 Supplying and fixing G.I, pipe bracket (ISI ) 
made out of class B ,40mm OD G.I.pipe upto 
1.5 metres length along with 2 sets of suitable 
clamps, nuts & bolts including bending in 
shape, smoke grey painted with primer etc. as 
required. 

4.00 Each 510.00 2040.00 

14 Installation , testing and commissioning of 
prewired  flourescent fittings/ compact 
fluorescent fitting of all type complete with all 
accessories and tube etc. directly on 
ceiling/wall including connection with 1.5 sq. 
mm FR pvc insulated copper conductor single 
core cable and earthing etc. as required. 

48.00 Each 43.00 2064.00 

15 Supplying ,installation, testing and 
commissioning of 45 watt LED , pressure die 
cast aluminium housing, heat resistant 
toughened glass street light luminaries/ fitting, 
operating voltage 120-270 V A.C , IP 65/66 
protection , light lumen more than 3500,  life 
span of LED 50000 hrs, antiglare, driver etc. 
complete with all accessories .( Make 
Crompton Cat: NEXUS+ LSTO-45-CDL or 
equivalent in Bajaj Cat- BRTFG-45 watt LED, 
Philips 

8.00 Each 8762.00 70096.00 
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Sl 
No 

DESCRIPTION 
 

Quantity UNIT RATE AMOUNT 

16 Wiring for light point/fan point/exhaust fan 
point/call bell point with 1.5 sq.mm FR PVC 
insulated copper conductor single core cable in 
surface/recessed pvc conduit with Modular 
switch, modular plate, suitable size G.I. box 
and earthing the point with 1.5 sq.mm FR PVC 
insulated copper conductor single core cable 
as required. 
  Gr-C 

19.00 Each 
point 

426.00 8094.00 

17 Wiring for circuit /submain wiring along with 
earth wire with the following size of FR pvc 
insulated copper conductor single core cable in 
surface/recessed pvc conduit as required 

    

  a) 2 x 2.5 Sq.mm + 1 x 2.5 Sq.mm earth wire 35.00 Mtr 81.00 2835.00 
 b) 2 x 4.0 Sq.mm + 1 x 4 Sq.mm earth wire 27.00 Mtr 97.00 2619.00 
18 Supplying and fixing suitable size G.I  box with 

modular plate and cover in front on surface or 
in recess including providing and fixing 6 pin 
5/6 amp.and 15/16 amp modular Socket out 
let and 15/16 amp. modular switch, 
connection , painting etc. as required 

3.00 Each 214.00 642.00 

19 Supplying and fixing following modular 
switch/socket on the existing modular plate 
and switch box including connection but 
excluding modular plate etc. as required. 
a) 3 pin 5/6 amp socket outlet 

5.00 Each 64.00 320.00 

20 Supplying and fixing stepped type electronic 
fan regulator on the existing modular plate 
switch box including connection but excluding 
modular plate etc. as required. 

4.00 Each 247.00 988.00 

21 Painting of ceiling fan in installed position with 
one or more coats of spray painting with 
synthetic enamel paint of approved brand and 
manufacture to give an even shade , including 
cleaning of surface with deterengent etc. as 
required. 

4.00 Each 44.00 176.00 

22 Supplying, fixing ,testing and connection  of 45 
watt CFL Lamp on the existing  Post to lantern 
on  gate pillar with necessary holder etc. as 
required as per direction of Engineer in-charge. 

2.00 Each 424.00 848.00 
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Sl 
No 

DESCRIPTION 
 

Quantity UNIT RATE AMOUNT 

23 Supplying and fixing 7 watt  LED lamp including 
angle holder with connection etc. as required 
( make philips/NTL pharox)  

6.00 Each 523.00 3138.00 

24 Repairing of existing Flood light luminaires with 
providing 250 watt MV copper choke, 250 watt 
MV lamp, ( make Philips/Bajaj/Crompton) 
holder, testing connection with copper wire etc 
as required ( including credit value to old 
existing copper choke) 

2.00 Sq.m 1667.00 3334.00 

                                                      Total estimated cost of item from S.No 1 to 24  Rs  256301.00 
 
(Rupees three lakh  forty seven thousand eight hundred  sixty three only) 
 
 
 
CREDIT  ITEM :- 
 

sl DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE AMOUNT 
1 Credit value for old damaged entire 

dismantled aluminium wires,  from Godown. 
and office Building, dismantled switch gears 
in godown , tube light box ( LS-as available in 
Godown and office),  switches ( as available), 
MCB(LS-), MCBDB- and rusted/damaged MS 
switch boxes etc. rusted conduit in office as 
available. 

 
 
1.00 L.S 

 
 
L.S 

 
 
5120.00 

 
 
5120.00 

 
                                                                      Total credit value:                                                  Rs.5120.00 
 
Note: 
 

1. No enhancement/abatement will be allowed on the Credit value Item. 
2. The Total amount will be recovered in 1st R/A bill. 
3. The contractor will be allowed to take out the dismantled materials on full recovery 

of credit value. 

 
 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER 
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TERMS &CONDITIONS: 
 

1.  Works should be executed as per CPWD specifications. 
2.  Water & Electricity will be arranged by the contractor at his own cost. 
3. All T&P required for the work shall be arranged by the contractor at his own cost. 
4. The rates are inclusive all lead & lifts etc. 
5. All taxes Income Tax, Work contract Tax (except service tax) as applicable will be 

deducted as per Govt.Rule from the contractor bill. 
6. 10% S.D will be deducted from the gross bill amount & will be released after the 

defect liability period of six months which will be reckoned from the date of 
successful completion of the work. In case any defect is found in the said work 
within the defect liability period,   the same shall be rectified by the contractor 
immediately at his own cost. 

7. Contractor will be fully responsible to labour payments, accident, mis-happening, 
damages & other labour welfare & safety measures. 

8. Time allowed for completion of work is 60(sixty) DAYS from the  date  as to be 
mentioned in Work Order. 

9. The above shown quantities are tentative & may vary as per site condition. 
10.All payments will be released through e-payments by CC,Kolkata. 
11.SalesTax or any other tax on material as promulgated by Govt.of India from time to 

time in respect of this contract shall be payable  by the contactor and Central 
Warehousing Corporation will not entertain any claim whatsoever in this respect. 

12.The rates shall be quoted exclusive  of Service Tax or any other Tax levied  by the 
Central  Government in lieu of Service Tax and the same will be payable  by the 
Corporation over and above the Schedule of Rates. 

13. In the event of any of the documents found fabricated /forged /tampered / altered / 
manipulated in the NIQ, then the EMD of the contractor would be forfeited and he 
would be debarred for participating in CWC –tendering for 5 years. 

14. The party to whom the work will be awarded will execute a formal agreement with 
CWC on a non-judicial stamp paper of appropriate value. 

15. The Copy of PAN CARD and Service Tax Registration, along with quotation/ tender 
document shall be submitted. 

16.  The validity of Quotation will remain in force for 60 (sixty) days from the date of 
opening of quotation. 

 

EXECUTIVEENGINEER 

SIGNATUREOF CONTRACTOR 
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ANNEXURE-‘A’ 

 
UNDERTAKING 

 

I/We ________________________________________________________________  
(Name of the Tenderer with address) have been doing the works for the 
Government Department/Central PSUs/State PSUs for the last  
________________years and I/we certify that I/We have never been blacklisted 
/debarred by any of the Government Department/Central PSUs/State PSUs on 
account of any of the default on our part in execution of the projects/works. I/We 
also undertake to mention that if at any point of time it comes to the notice of CWC 
that the above undertaking given by Me/Us is false than CWC will be at liberty to 
forfeit our EMD/security Deposit and also to terminate the contract.  
 
 
 

Name of Contractor with address 
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Name of work: Electrical Renovation work  at CW, C.K.Road for the year 2015-16 
 
 
Estimated cost from Item No.1 to 24 Rs. 2,56,301.00( Rupees two lakh fifty six 
thousand three hundred one ) only. 
 
 

a) I/We here by tender our rates as ________________________% 
(_______________________________________Percent) ABOVE the rates entered 
in the schedule of quantities from item No.1 to 24 

 
OR 

b) I/We here by tender our rates as ________________________% 
(_______________________________________Percent) BELOW the rates entered 
in the schedule of quantities from item No.1 to 24. 

 
 
Note: The Quotationers should quote their percentage appropriately either at (a) or 
(b) as the case may be. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Executive Engineer 
CWC, CC-Kolkata 

Signature of Contractor. 
 


